
Men's high hiking shoes KAYLAND-Cross Mountain GTX grey/orange

Available sizes Reference number Ean number Quantity
39 813111 8026473444785 3 ks
40 813112 8026473444792 3+
40,5 813113 8026473444808 3 ks
41 750929 8026473444815 3+
42 750930 8026473444822 3+
42,5 750931 8026473444839 3+
43 750932 8026473444846 3+
43,5 750933 8026473444853 3+
44 750934 8026473444860 3+
45 750935 8026473444877 3+
45,5 750936 8026473444884 3+
46 784086 8026473444891 3+
47 784087 8026473444907 3+

Suggested retail price: 269.99 € s DPH

Description

Kayland men's shoes. Hiking boots for men bring a new concept of comfort and performance. The Cross Mountain
GTX trail shoe has been developed to offer versatile performance in mixed terrain, including mountain slopes with
technical and rocky transitions, snow and ice, and ready for use with cats. Hiking shoes offer the perfect
compromise between light weight and technical features.

Men's hiking shoes offer guaranteed safety and performance for anyone who wants to use the same shoes for
mountaineering and trekking. Ideal for mountain climbing professionals, guides and rescuers in flight. The upper is
made of split leather and ultra-high technology against abrasion with attractive colors and design - black with
distinctive orange elements. Ankle Lock technology to protect the ankle guarantees the stability of the foot. The
Gore-Tex® Performance Comfort membrane protects your feet from rain, stones and moisture while ensuring
maximum breathability. Trekking shoes for men have a microporous midsole with a long life and shock absorption.
Vibram® Mulaz EVO 5 mm tread offering excellent grip on the way up and down. Trekking shoes are a great choice
for demanding terrains and professionals.
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Product details:

men's hiking boots for the toughest conditions
black-orange color
high cut
brand logo on the tongue and back of the shoe
classic lacing
construction offers perfect performance and stability
to mixed terrain, stony passages, snow, lying
suitable for use with cats
a compromise between low weight and technical properties
suitable for mountaineering and trekking at the same time
leather upper
Ankle Lock technology - they secure the ankle
Gore-Tex Performance Comfort membrane
waterproof, breathable
Vibram Mulaz EVO sole
ideal for demanding routes
weight: 2x 0.710 kg
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